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 Fill in the "open to" section

 Put great content and keywords in

your headline

 Make sure to list 50 skills

 About section format: My Story, What I

do Best, Core Values

 Use a banner image consistent with

your job goals
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As a job seeker, you know that LinkedIn is an important part of
your personal marketing portfolio. Like your resume, it has to be
ship-shape because it’s material that makes an impression long
before anyone meets you in person. 

And of course you know that recruiters and hiring managers use
LinkedIn for their own purposes. But you may not be aware of
the degree to which recruiters rely on the platform — and how
you can use insider knowledge to stack the odds in your favor. 

For recruiters, LinkedIn is not just a stack of interactive
resumes. It is an extremely powerful, highly-refined search tool
that puts them in front of exactly the kinds of people they’re
looking for — if those people know how to signal that they want
to be found. 

Think keywords and search optimization. You might be one of
just 5 people in your field with the specific skill set or
knowledge base that a company needs to hire for, but guess
what? If you don’t sprinkle your profile with relevant words and
phrases, one of the other 4 is getting contacted by a recruiter,
and you’re not. 

So how do you optimize your LinkedIn profile to catch the
attention of recruiters who have real, actionable jobs to offer
you that are a good match for your skills and experience?

LinkedIn: A Powerful Tool for Those Who
Wield it Well



Use the "Open
To" button

As of this writing, there are three things you can tell LinkedIn
that you’re “open to:” finding a new job, providing services,
and hiring. When you select “finding a job,” you activate the
magic sauce that feeds your profile to people using LinkedIn
Recruiter. 

It is worth noting that although you can choose whether to
show your status to everyone or only to recruiters, LinkedIn
can’t promise that your current boss won’t find out you clicked
that button. Their words:  “We take steps not to show
recruiters at your current company, though can’t guarantee
complete privacy.”



Introduce
Yourself

Use the introduction section to its fullest. The first thing to fill
out after your name is the 220-character Headline section.
Most people just put their current title, but this is a big
opportunity to add great content and keywords that will get
you found. 

It is also one of the first things people see, so make sure to
put your best foot forward — make it interesting and
quadruple-check for any typos or spelling errors.



Flaunt 50
Skills

The Skills section below your job history has room for 50
skills. Use them all! 

This section is a massive opportunity for keyword use, so do
not list just any skills — list things that are relevant to your
field, and particularly to your target job. 

Two-word phrases tend to perform better than one-word
skills, eg. “strategic communications” or “corporate
communications” rather than just “communication.” If you
start typing in a word, LinkedIn will generate suggestions for
phrasing.



Max Out the
About Section

Part 1 - My Story: Share a little bit of your background and
how it is relevant to your current pursuits
Part 2 - What I Do Best: What do you do better than
anybody else? What do you offer a prospective employer
that makes you a strong candidate?
Part 3 - Core Values: Let employers know how you show
up and why you do what you do

The About section, replete with space for 2600 characters, is
your place to shine! But sometimes a blank canvas is a scary
place to start, so I suggest the following format to guide your
writing:



Fly Your Flag

Complete your profile by including a banner image that
communicates your professional persona in some way. 

If you’re a strategy person, you can use a picture of a chess
board. If you’re all quant, use an image of a chart or graph. 

Make sure to use something in the public domain or that you
create yourself. There are tons of options available through
open source sites like Pixabay.

http://www.pixabay.com/


Now it's your turn! Taking about an hour to implement these
changes will make a big difference in the way you experience
LinkedIn. 

You can certainly spend more time improving your profile, but
an hour focused on the right details will pay bigger
dividends than recording every detail of your storied life. 

Keep in mind that the platform is a very powerful tool if you
use it well, and so it’s worth taking the time to learn how to
leverage the system effectively.

Talk to Me
If you put these tips into practice, please report back — I’d
love to hear from you. You can reach me directly at
mike@mikemittleman.com.

Do the Work


